The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) says it is ramping up and refining operations for expected increased passenger travel volumes this summer.

The summer travel season, which begins in late May and extends through and beyond Labor Day weekend, covers three full months and three major holidays.

Changes to airport screening checkpoints include two new technologies, Credential Authentication Technology (CAT) and Computed Tomography (CT). Since the pandemic, TSA began using these systems at checkpoints and in modified screening procedures to reduce physical contact. TSA placed 501 CAT units in 88 airports and sent 323 CT units to 141 airports nationwide. The modified CAT unit allows...
Countdown to ISC West: 52 Days

ISC West returns to Las Vegas at the Sands Expo from July 19-21. To celebrate, ISC News Editor-in-Chief DJ Murphy is interviewing organizers, attendees, sponsors and partners in the security space.

Exhibitors are such a huge part of a live event and we are thrilled to welcome so many back to ISC West. On this edition of Countdown to ISC West, we sit down with Bob Carinno, U.S. Sales Director for Suprema. Bob is as excited as we are to be back live in Las Vegas for ISC West. He spoke to us about the way the pandemic changed how he did business, how lasting those changes might be and what he missed about not being able to attend in-person events.

CONTINUE READING

Johns Hopkins Pairs Campus Security with Mental Health Experts

Johns Hopkins University is piloting a program that will pair trained mental health providers with campus security officials. Together they will respond to certain campus security calls that also require mental health support.

“It became clear that many of the calls being addressed by campus safety and security could be more effectively and appropriately handled by behavioral health clinicians,” said Ronald J. Daniels, Johns Hopkins University president, in a May 18 report by the Baltimore Sun. “Simply put, it was time for a new approach.”

As part of the plan, the campus’s Behavioral Health Crisis Support Team will go...

CONTINUE READING

Upcoming Webinar

Preparing for Tomorrow’s Physical Security Challenges –
Meraki Cloud-Managed Smart Cameras

Join Cisco Meraki to find out how you can adapt to the biggest upcoming security challenges with next generation cloud-based cameras.
Physical security is of greater strategic importance than ever. New issues like workplace health and safety have been pushed to the forefront. As many organizations plan for the new realities of the world, security needs to evolve. Meraki is uniquely positioned to address your physical security needs with real-time visibility providing key insights and helping your business to plan and adjust.

In this session, you will learn how Meraki’s cloud-based solution can outperform traditional alternatives:

- Reduced risk of downtime and video loss with centralized visibility and management
- Secure, remote access to video on almost any device
- Quickly and easily find and share footage of incidents
- Increased protection with built-in security, automatic video encryption, and auto-updates
- Analytics transform data into actionable insights and drive innovation

Register now and find out how Meraki smart cameras can provide physical security and advanced business intelligence for your organization.

**REGISTER TODAY**

---

**Other Trending Industry Articles**

- [RESEARCHER FINDS WAY TO DETERMINE DRUG USE THROUGH FINGERPRINTS](#)
- [US AVERAGING 10 MASS SHOOTINGS EACH WEEK IN 2021, ISC WEST TO CONDUCT ACTIVE SHOOTER TRAINING](#)
- [SIA LAUNCHES NEW CYBERSECURITY CERTIFICATION](#)
- [TECH GIANTS PARTNER ON SMART HOME DEVICE CERTIFICATION](#)

---

**Save the Date: Upcoming Virtual Event**

*ISC News Quarterly Virtual Event*

**Wednesday, June 23 | Protecting Critical Infrastructure**

Focusing this quarter’s theme on **Protecting Critical Infrastructure**, join us for our second quarterly virtual event taking place on **Wednesday, June 23**. Effective attacks on critical infrastructure can cause a cascading impact to the lives of thousands -- or even millions -- of human
beings, potentially disabling and dismantling communities, entire cities and even the entire nation for days, weeks and months on end. During this event, you will hear from leaders in the security industry discussing the latest technologies being introduced into the critical infrastructure sector. Save your seat and [sign up to know when registration opens] for this half-day event!

Our next quarterly virtual event agenda will mimic the following format:

12:00 PM – 12:40 PM ET:
Keynote Session
Featuring: Dr. David Mussington, Executive Assistant Director for Infrastructure Security at the Department of Homeland Security's (DHS) Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA)
Sponsored by: Bosch

1:00 PM – 1:40 PM ET:
Product Training & Case Study Session*
Presented by: Dell Technologies

2:00 PM – 2:40 PM ET:
Product Training & Case Study Session*
Presented by: HID

3:00 PM – 3:40 PM ET:
Product Training & Case Study Session*
Presented by: ASSA ABLOY

4:00 PM – 4:30 PM ET:
Themed Discussion Group Chat

*Formerly known as Vendor Solution Sessions

Looking to create connections with our ISC audience? [Contact your ISC Sales Representative] for sponsorship opportunities including Headline Sponsor packages, Sponsor Directory listings, Digital Bonus Bag inserts, and more.

[PRE-REGISTER TODAY] [SPONSOR VIRTUAL EVENTS] #iscevents f t i i l #iscnews